
Sample Problems for Final Exam (Part II)

1. (Viterbi algorithm) For the graph illustrated in the following figure:

a person wishes to find the most “similar” path from S0,0 to S0,4 to a received vector
[r0, r1, r2, r3] according to the criterion of minimizing the Euclidean distance square between
[r0, r1, r2, r3] and the branch labels, where, for example, the Euclidean distance square
between [r0, r1, r2, r3] and path S0,0 → S0,1 → S0,2 → S0,3 → S0,4 is (r0 − �0,0)

2 + (r1 −
�0,1)

2 + (r2 − �0,2)
2 + (r3 − �0,3)

2.

(a) Let �i,j = i+ j + 1 and ri = 4 − i. Draw the two survivor paths ending at node S0,2

and S1,2, respectively, according to the Viterbi algorithm.

(b) Continue from (a), Draw the three survivor paths ending at node S0,3, S1,3 and S2,3,
respectively, according to the Viterbi algorithm.

(c) Show the most similar path, i.e., the survivor path ending at node S0,4.

Solution.

(a) The problem finds the most “similar” path from S0,0 to S0,4 to received vector [r0, r1, r2, r3],
which can be summarized as the following figure.
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This is equivalent to finding the path with the smallest accumulative distance square
shown below.

The survivor paths up to level 2 (with their accumulative distance squares marked in
red) are:

(b)

(c)
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2. For the trellis-coded modulation illustrated in the following figure, answer the following
questions.

(a) Draw a complete trellis for input message sequence of length 6, appended with 4 zero
tail bits.

(b) Find the sequence of output 8-PSK signals corresponding to the message sequence of

m0m1m2m3m4m5 = 111111

plus four zero tail bits 0000, where m0m2m400 feeds into the upper input path, and
m1m3m500 sends via the lower input path.

Note: The initial state is 00 (equivalently, a).
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(c) If the receiver uses a hard-decision demodulation (where the 8PSK symbol that is clos-
est to the received signal in Euclidean distance is decided symbolwisely) and yields
r0r1 = 17 (as r2, r3 and r4 have not yet received), picture the four survivor paths
respectively for ending states a, b, c and d under Viterbi algorithm. The Viterbi algo-
rithm employs the minimum Euclidean distance square as the guidance accumulative
measure.

Note: d0 =
√
2−√

2, d1 =
√
2 and d2 = 2.

Solution.

(a)

(b) According to the below table,
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a → b 11/110
b → d 11/111
d → d 11/101
d → c 00/011
c → a 00/010

the trellis states traversed due to input 1111110000 are a → b → d → d → c → a,
which produces the output signals 67532.

(c)

Note: The survivor paths can be obtained via the following inference.

• Referring to the trellis in (a), there are two paths ending at state a at level 1.
One starts from state a at level 0 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “0”. The
other also starts from state a at level 0 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “4”.
Their distance squares with respect to r0 = 1 are respectively d20 = 2 − √

2 and
d22 − d20 = 2 +

√
2. The survivor path ending at state a at level 1 is therefore “0”

with accumulative distance square 2−√
2.

• Referring to the trellis in (a), there are two paths ending at state b at level 1.
One starts from state a at level 0 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “2”. The
other also starts from state a at level 0 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “6”.
Their distance squares with respect to r0 = 1 are respectively d20 = 2 − √

2 and
d22 − d20 = 2 +

√
2. The survivor path ending at state b at level 1 is therefore “2”

with accumulative distance square 2−√
2.

Now we move to level 2.

• There are two paths ending at state a at level 2. One starts from state a at
level 1 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “0”. The other also starts from state
a at level 1 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “4”. Their accumulative distance
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squares with respect to r1 = 7 are respectively (2 − √
2) + d20 = 4 − 2

√
2 and

(2−√
2) + d22 − d20 = 4, where the first term 2−√

2 is the distance square of the
survivor path ending at state a at level 1. The survivor path ending at state a at
level 2 is therefore “00” with accumulative distance square 4− 2

√
2.

• There are two paths ending at state b at level 2. One starts from state a at
level 1 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “2”. The other also starts from state
a at level 1 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “6”. Their accumulative distance
squares with respect to r1 = 7 are respectively (2 − √

2) + d22 − d20 = 4 and
(2 − √

2) + d20 = 4 − 2
√
2, where 2 − √

2 is the distance square of the survivor
path ending at state a at level 1. The survivor path ending at state b at level 2
is therefore “06” with accumulative distance square 4− 2

√
2.

• There are two paths ending at state c at level 2. One starts from state b at
level 1 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “1”. The other also starts from state
b at level 1 and is marked with 8PSK symbol “5”. Their accumulative distance
squares with respect to r1 = 7 are respectively (2 − √

2) + d21 = 4 − √
2 and

(2−√
2)+ d21 = 4−√

2, where the first term 2−√
2 is the distance square of the

survivor path ending at state b at level 1. The survivor path ending at state c at
level 2 can be either “21” or “25” with accumulative distance square 4−√

2.

• There are two paths ending at state d at level 2. One starts from state b at level 1
and is marked with 8PSK symbol “3”. The other also starts from state b at level 1
and is marked with 8PSK symbol “7”. Their accumulative distance squares with
respect to r1 = 7 are respectively (2−√

2)+d22 = 6−√
2 and (2−√

2)+0 = 2−√
2,

where the first term 2−√
2 is the distance square of the survivor path ending at

state b at level 1. The survivor path ending at state d at level 2 is therefore “27”
with accumulative distance square 2−√

2.

3. Answer the following questions based on the following turbo encoder, where the output
sequence is q4p4m4q3p3m3q2p2m2q1p1m1q0p0m0 (m0 is outputted first).
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0m4m3m2m1m0 m4m3m2m1m0

p5 p4 p3 p2 p1 p0

q5 q4 q3 q2 q1 q0

�

� D

�⊕� �

0m2m1m4m0m3

Interleaver

� D

�⊕� �

Note that different from the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard (See
Slide 10-114), we add the zero tail-bit to the interleaved input sequence directly for conve-
nience. The initial values of the two shift registers are both zero.

(a) Express pi for 0 ≤ i ≤ 5 as a function of m4m3m2m1m0.

Note: Here, we use the modulo-2 arithmetic.

(b) Express qi for 0 ≤ i ≤ 5 as a function of m4m3m2m1m0.

(c) If we suffer a burst of errors with received vector r = q4p4m4q3p̄3m3q2p2m̄2q̄1p̄1m̄1q0p0m0,
where a bar on top indicates an error occurs during the transmission, show that the
equations in (a) are still satisfied.

(d) Show that the burst errors in (c) can be detected by the equations in (b).

Solution.

(a) 


p0 = m0

p1 = m1 +m0

p2 = m2 +m1

p3 = m3 +m2

p4 = m4 +m3

p5 = m4
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(b) 


q0 = m3

q1 = m0 +m3

q2 = m4 +m0

q3 = m1 +m4

q4 = m2 +m1

q5 = m2

(c) We need to show the equations in (a) imply



p0 = m0

p̄1 = m̄1 +m0

p2 = m̄2 + m̄1

p̄3 = m3 + m̄2

p4 = m4 +m3

p5 = m4

(1)

Since p̄i = pi + 1 and m̄i = mi + 1, we can derive from (a) that



p0 = m0

1 + p1 = 1 +m1 +m0

p2 = 1 +m2 + 1 +m1

1 + p3 = m3 + 1 +m2

p4 = m4 +m3

p5 = m4

hence, the desired equality in (1) holds.

Note: The error correction capability of the convolutional code can be seriously weak-
ened by the burst errors.

(d) It can be easily seen that the 2nd and the fourth equations below cannot be satisfied.



q0 = m3

q̄1 = m0 +m3

q2 = m4 +m0

q3 = m̄1 +m4

q4 = m̄2 + m̄1

q5 = m̄2

Thus, such error burst can be detected (or even corrected).
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